ABSTRACT
Introduction
When solving differential equations numerically by means of finite differences it is often necessary t o obtain formulae for approximating linear combinations of derivatives.
While c l a s s i c a l l y t h e s e type of formulae have been given in terms of linear combinations of differences of t h e function at nodal points it is a current trend to consider directly formulae i n terms of ordinates. Moreover, for u s e on a high speed computer it is more convenient t o be able to generate these formulae as needed instead of having -to store them in t h e form of a table.
The main objective of t h i s note is t o describe a n efficient algorithm for generating d i s c r e t e approximations to linear differential expressions in terms of ordinates. This is done in Section 2 after the problem and its analytic solution have been stated in Section 1. In Section 3 we give two applications.
One of them t a k e s advantage of one of the features of the procedure which, in certain cases, m a k e s t h e use of rational arithmetic quite simple.
This i n turn permits to obtain exact r e s u l t s when needed, as in t h e case of t h e t a b l e of formulae for numerical differentiation given in t h e Appendix.
This It is shown in Collatz [ 19601 , pp. 161-162 , that for any given s 2 1 and an arbitrary choice of n t l distinct points 5 t CY h (r=O, . . . , n) , n = m t s , n t 1 quantities C can be found such that for every function y ( x) with n t 1 r r continuous derivatives
The coefficients C s a t i s f y t h e Vandermonde system of equations
There a r e applications in which s e v e r a l differential expressions of t h e type (1) Gautschi [ 19621, Macon and Spitzbart [ 19571 ) .
These formulae involve t h e m-th elementary symmetric functions of the and their u s e in solving problem ( 4 ) is neither s i m p l e nor economical.
The a i m of t h i s note is to provide a n efficient algorithm for solving Vandermonde systems of linear equations which applies directly to the solution of ( 4 ) .
Solution of Vandermonde system of linear equations
Given t h e n t 1 real and distinct numbers ( ao, 
#671
W e will derive a n algorithm for solving t h e system of linear equations
where b = ( bo,. . . , b ) n is given. This algorithm will t a k e in account t h e s p e c i a l structure of the matrix V.
We claim that the factorization of t h e matrix V a s a product of a n upper and a lower triangular matrix c a n be given explicitly and in a very simple fashion.
Observe that t h i s factorization is possible s i n c e all t h e principal minors of V are a l s o of t h e Vandermonde type and s i n c e t h e Q a r e d i s t i n c t i t h i s i m p l i e s that those minors are nonzero.
(
whose nonzero
Let u s consider t h e n bidiagonal matrices L = (1 j k ) elements are
Premultiplication of t h e system ( 7 ) by the matrices
. . 9 L( -' ) reduces it t o upper triangular form. Moreover, t h i s upper triangular form c a n be explicitly written as U = ( u . ,) with 13 u = 1
( 1 Z i Z j~n ) .
s =o
This last equation c a n a l s o be written a s
( 1 Z i Z j S n ) .
The proof is by induction.
oj for i 2 1, and v = 1 ( j = 0 ,..., n) .
In particular v = 0 for i 2 1 and all t h e elements of t h e first column but t h e first one have been eliminated. We will show now t h a t , more generally, d k ) h a s t h e following form
j Formula ( 9) shows that ( 10) is true for k = 1. Assume that it is valid for k, 1 < k < n .
does not disturb t h e first k rows and k -1 columns of V( k, .
It is c l e a r that multiplication by L ( k, On the other hand, for and from (10)
which is (10) for the s t e p k t 1. If we put k = n i n (10) we obtain and it is clear that all elements below the main diagonal are zero and thus -1 is an upper triangular matrix. Since L is a l s o lower triangular and h a s o n e s on t h e main diagonal t h i s is t h e unique decomposition of V in terms of upper and lower triangular matrices having t h a t property ( cf. Householder [ 19641 ) .
From (12) it follows that U c a n be constructed by means of the recursion for mu l a (14) oj i j while the new right hand side b = Lb is t o be obtained from:
Once (14) and (15) have been computed the x in ( 7 ) c a n be obtained by the standard backward s u s t itut ion
Applications.
In applying the method of iterated deferred corrections (cf. Pereyra [1966] ) to the solution of the two point boundary value problem
i t is n e c e s s a r y to construct discrete approximations t o linear differential expressions like with orders 2 N t 2 in h at all the nodal points x. = a t i h
It is clear from our definition that what we need are expressions of the form (2) of order p = 2 , that is q = 2 N t 4 . Since we would like to u s e values of y ( x ) only a t the nodal points it is clear that we c a n u s e symmetrical formulae i f we s t a y far enough from the boundary. n e c e s s a r y t o use unsymmetrical formulae.
for y ( 4 ) and i t c a n be obtained from Bickley's For points c l o s e t o the boundary i t will be Let u s examine the simplest c a s e , A symmetrical formula with five points will give the required accuracy ( j = 2 , ..., n -2 ) or e l s e it can be generated by solving a system of five linear equations like with (7),
-7-For j = 1 and j = n -1 we have t o u s e unsymmetrical six point formulae which c a n also be found in Bickley's Table. If more terms in (18) a r e desired then the boundary situation becomes more involved and the number of different formulae grows steadily.
It is in this case that the u s e of our generating procedure becomes more advantageous s i n c e by giving a few parameters we c a n obtain all the n e c e s s a r y coefficients quite rapidly.
arising i n t h e solution of boundary value problems for partial differential equations.
This is a l s o true for more complicated situations like t h o s e A s a second application of our procedure w e have generated the coefficients for the n point approximations t o the m-th derivative of a function y ( x )
for m = l(1) 10, n = m t l ( 1 ) 11 a t every nodal point. This table superposes a n d complements that of Bickley and in the Appendix we reproduce a part of it.
The procedure of Section 2 is particularly well suited for t h i s purpose since in this case the (Y change t h i s situation. This c a n be clearly s e e n i n formula (12). This means t h a t only the backward sustitution will have to be carried out i n rational arithmetic in order t o obtain the exact values of the coefficients.
interesting feature, a l s o shown in (12) The coefficients A (r = 0 , . . . , n) c a n be found i n the column p of the table with heading: Derivative m , Points n. The Error row contains the mn pr coefficients e of the error terms mn P where E = e hn y ( n ) ( 5) mn p mn p which is e a s i l y derived from the general formula ( 3 ) . (cf. also Gregory [1957] ).
For even derivatives a n d odd number of nodal points e and the corresponding symmetric formula have a n extra order i n h.
cases the error coefficients are marked with a n a s t e r i s k (*) , a n d -2.2597-004 9.8931-004 -3.5246-003 1.4010-002 1,9943-001 # 6 7 1 -23- 
